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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton, California

Yell Leaders,
Song Girls
Are Selected

May 26, 1961

ELECTION SURVEY RELEASED
STUDENTS WILL USE LIBRARY HOURS;
WANT THE "OLD-LOOK" BAND FROLIC

Three yell leaders and five song
girls were chosen for the coming
year at tryouts held on May 18.
The contestants were chosen on
the basis of ability, stage manner
isms, and appearance with ability
counting 60%, stage mannerisms
20% and appearance 20%.
The three yell leaders chosen to
assist head yell leader John Ball
were Bruce Bettencourt, Bill Rose,
and John Thomas. Bruce is a
sophomore majoring in phar
macy.
Bill Rose is from West Hall,
and is a freshman. He is majoring
NEWLY SELECTED YELL LEADERS are (left to right top
in liberal arts. John Thomas is row) John Ball, head yell leader, Bill Rose, (bottom row) John
also from West Hall; he is a Thomas', and Bruce Bettencourt.
freshman, majoring in liberal
arts.
Nikki Davis was named head
song girl. Nikki is also a song
girl this year. She is a member of
Delta Gamma and a sophomore
majoring in home economics.
University of Pacific senior de
Four girls were chosen as as baters scored another triumph at Yesterday, May 25, at the an
sistant song girls. Pam Bentley, the University of Hawaii Invita nual Awards Convocation, awards
a pledge of Delta Gamma, tional Tournament two weeks were given to'outstanding gradu
is a freshman majoring in ele ago. Steve Collins, Horace Wheat- ating seniors and other members
of the Pacific Family.
mentary education.
ley, Denise Reynolds, and Ruth
Marty Grannell is a sophomore, Miller, accompanied by Dr. and The following awards were pre
and her major is business educa Mrs. Gorden Zimmerman, rolled sented:
tion. Marty represents Tri Delta. over opposition to return to the Outstanding Faculty Member:
Dr. Vincent Evans
Sally Robinson, a member of mainland with nine trophies.
Tri Delta also, is a sophomore Horace Wheatley was the top Outstanding Graduating Senior:
Mel Slocum
majoring in elementary educa winner for Pacific, and the top
Outstanding Freshman Man:
tion.
winner in the tournament. Horace
Judy Ludwig is a Freshman rep placed first in extemporaneous Bob Marconi
resenting Covell Hall. Judy is ma speaking, second in oratory, first Outstanding Sophomore Man:
Roger Randall
joring in social work.
in debate, and was awarded the
Seven other finalists were cho outstanding .speaker of the tour Outstanding Graduating Woman
sen from the original twenty-five nament award. His debate col Student: Thais Kishi
contestants. Gwen Thompson was league, Steve Collins, took first in Outstanding Sophomore Woman:
named alternate. The finalists in debate, third in extemporaneous Marty Grannell
Outstanding Senior Athlete:
cluded Charlene Robinson, Sue speaking and third in oratory.
Scudder, Marney Leach, Bettie Denise Reynolds placed second Bob Gattis
Hart, Donna Fraser, and Ginger in interpretive reading, and Ruth Galen Laack Award:
Carl Kammerer
Webb.
Miller was a finalist in oratory.
Outstanding Graduating Debater:
The four graduating seniors on
Horace Wheatley
the forensic squad thus capped
Outstanding Graduating Engin
an extremely successful season
eering Student: Dean Jew
with an enjoyable and productive Outstanding Graduating Journal
tournament.
ism Student (Boren Award):
June 1 is the deadline for Na
Sue Talbot
tional Student Defense Loans. The
Outstanding Junior Radio Stu
Purpose of the National Loan Pro
dent: Rich Heil
gram is to enable college students
Outstanding Senior Radio
to remain in school who might
Student: Dave Phillips
otherwise have to withdraw be
The annual Honors Convocation
cause of financial need.
was held last Thursday. Four
The provisions of the loan fund awards were given on the basis of
are as follows:
scholarship and scholarship im
1- "Such a loan shall be made provement.
°hly to a student who (a) is in
Plans are being made for wo
The Phi Kappa Phi award for
heed of the amount of the loan the most improved men's and wo men students of Pacific to hold
to pursue a course of study at men's living group for scholar summer teas in their areas during
suc h
institution, (b) is ca- ship was received by Kappa Al the summer for all new women
Pable, in the opinion of the insti pha Theta sorority and Phi Sigma who will'be enrolling in the fall.
tution, of maintaining good stand Kappa fraternity. The highest In this way, the freshmen will
ing in such course study, and (c) overall scholastic grade point was have some idea of what college
-has been accepted for enrollment held by Phi Kappa Tau fraternity life is like.
as a full-time student at such inAll students who would be willand Zeta Phi sorority for t h i s
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
past- year.

Senior Debaters Awards Winners
Score in Hawaii Named Yesterday

Mel Slocum, outgoing president of the Pacific Student Associa
tion, has just released the results of the library and Band Frolic
surveys taken during the PSA elections.
-•
—
According to the survey, 760
ticipant
Greeks,
7
participant
in
out of 833 students, or over 90%
of those polled, plan to use the dependents, and 30 non-partici
library on Sunday evening in ad pant independents.
dition to the time normally ex Taken as a whole the survey
pended. 551 students said that showed an overwhelming student
they used the library 4 or more desire for the re-establishment of
times on Friday afternoon, Sat the Band Frolic that existed be
urday or Sunday afternoon last fore 1961.
semester. 229 said that they had
used the library facilities only 1-3
times during this period. 49 never
used this time for library work.
The Band Frolic survey was
Advance registration for the
slightly more complicated. 403 of
fall
semester must be validated
those polled had participated in a
on
September
11 and 12,1961. The
Band Frolic, 406 had not. Of those
answering the poll, 392 were procedure involves:
Greek affiliated, 417 were inde 1. Completing your financial
arrangements.
pendent.
The majority of the students
2. Picking up the coupon needed
polled, 416, expressed a desire to to procure your Pacific Student
have Band Frolic continued as it Association Card at Registrar's
was prior to this year. 43 wanted Office.
it discontinued, 182 wanted it con
3. Issuing of the official regis
tinued as it was this year, 101
tration library card by the Regis
wanted a replacement such as a
Spring Sing, and 49 did not care. trar.
If plans change so that you will
556 students wanted to participate
in a future Band Frolic; 188 did not return for the fall semester,
it is your responsibility to cancel
not.
The "Old-look" Band Frolic was your registration by means of the
advocated by 151 Greeks who had withdrawal petition blank. Stu
participated; 53 Greeks who had dents who fail to officially with
not. It was favored by 77 non- draw will receive technical "F"
Greeks who had previously par grades in their courses for that
ticipated and 135 non-Greeks who session.
had not. Of the 101 students fa Reference to down payment will
voring a replacement: 52 were be due by August 1, 1961. The
participant Greeks, 12 non-par amount will be $50.

Complete Registration
On September II, 121

APPLICATIONS DUE
FOR STUDENT LOANS

Scholarship Awards
Received By Greeks

AWS HAS RETREAT;
ADOPTS POLICIES

SONG GIRLS are (left to right, top row), Marty Grannell, Judy
Ludwig, Sally Robinson, (bottom row) Pam Bentley, and Nikki
Davis, head song girl.
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New Members of Phi
Kappa Phi Initiated

EDITORIAL

Phi Kappa Phi, national hon-

The semester is finally limping to its weary conclusion
orary society for all branches of
the University, initiated their new
and we must now send the Pacific Weekly to a slightly pre
members last Thursday.
mature grave. All three of us are sad that the semester is
New initiates include: Mrs.
the
f
over, and, at the same time, we are eager to snap
f°
... r-lloir,. vear by the Pacific Student AaVera Bittner, Mrs. Sara Bogert,
lid shut and begin shoveling. We've enjoyed the job and
De Ana Choisser, Joseph Collins,
wouldn't trade the experience for anything, and yet, ou
EdUorial Baard
TED OLSON. SUE TALBOT, and Arlene Cox, Mary Jane Crigler,
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Mr. Lynn
blood is getting a little thin. At one time or another we have
LARRY
hated and have been hated by the following: the
tie lacuuy,
LARKY PITMAN
Fiiivim,
SAWYER Lee, Mrs. Elsa Rinn, Carolyn Watiacul y.
son, Ronald Yep, Diana Armthe administration, the student body, our staff, and one Business Managers
BOR SAULRb, Ltl
^
bruster, John Beyer, Carla Eu
another. Such is the life of an editor. One rapidly becomes Assistant Editor
~
R Morrison
bank, Cynthia Lindhe, George NaStaff Advisor
"Z™
Sally Storms gata, Joyce Robbins, Brenda Rob
a cynic.
We share a common sentiment. None of us feel that Society E 1 01
Jack-Moynihan inson.
Dianne Runion, Patrick Russell,
communications are as bad as everyone asserts. It seems Sports Editor
-----SaUy Zuber
Paul
Switzler, John Baird, Wil
that it is a general agreement among the "Pacific Fami y Copy Edi or
Manager
Tim Royse
liam De Pace, Dr. Vincent Evans,
BiU
that the communications system at this University is
staff
Melville, Tony West Floyd Helton, Mrs. Cisco Kihara,
bad. You've all heard it, and most of ^|Staff
Mrs. Janice Navone, and Wayne
"Faculty Manifesto" said it. Emphasis said it, the candidates
Sorsoli.
Membership in Phi Kappa Phi
for student body offices said it (Now they have a chance to
is
extended to alumni, faculty,
do something about it.); everyone has. W e, at least slightfly
and students of the university.
disagree. We don't think it's quite that bad. Of course, our
a l i g h t guiding the masses
EPITAPH FOR A
position is to be expected.
through the darkened corridor of
Earth-Shaker
UNIVERSITY
We've had a great deal of controversy this semester
half-truths and petty biases, to
(Editor's note: Ordinarily it is
Here lies Pacific, once ivy
I, for one, am glad of it. We apologize for our mistakesthink and act rationally, and to not the policy of the Pacific
now mold,
we have made a few. We hope no one has had their feehngs
Weekly to print anonymous let
Its building scheme might have be without partiality.

GENERALLY SPEAKING

Education took this step in a ters, but the following is of such
been brave, high and bold.
program
which may be called, major significance that we feel
A discipline ancient warned
"impartial and impersonal intel that we must deviate slightly
of destruction,
But adventurous expansion was lectuality." The product of this from our present policy.)
collegiate manufacturing process
the light-burning function.
is rational man—who seeks a n Dear Pacific Weekly Editor:
False love of tranquility
answer and a reason for all
As an active member of Tri
vanquished polemics,
t h i n g s . I t i s r a t i o n a l m a n w h o Delta sorority, I have a correction
And lack of humility
speaks impartially and imperson as to the abbreviation of Delta
destroyed academics.
ally to his fellow man. Yet he is Delta Delta that appears in our
I'd rather not say.
Here rests Pacific
but a whisper amid the clamor of weekly paper. Delta Delta Delta
We think that the Pacific Weekly has come a long way
not founded in gold,
the crowd. His rational voice is is correctly abbreviated Tri Delta,
this semester, which is not to say that it does not still have Her history regrettably
heard all too seldom or not often not Tri-Delta or Tri Delt.
shrouded
in
mold.
a long way to go. There are many people who we would
enough to stop the action against
Thank you for your considera
like to thank for the help that they have given us. There| gome seniors search tor a gift "freedom riders" in the Deep
tion.
ore too many people to mention individually, but I can they can leaVe their alma mater. South. His college training falls
An Interested Tri Delta
.
,
My personal contribution is the by the wayside as irrational men
scoff at his classroom academics. dent is made for the system, not
"'"My co-editors, Sue Talbot and Larry Pitman have bothUphove
How often has rational man the system for the student. Under
expended a great deal of time and effort to produce this I campus, rm m0re concerned b e e n b r a n d e d a C o m m u n i s t f o r present classroom conformity,
we more credit than I, who did about the dismal future I foresee taking a view contrary to popular any deviation may prove fatal to
newspaper, and they deserv
thought? The classical reference a University's "good name." Any
little more than antagonize people. Our advisor, Mr. Mor- at pacific.
Happily,
rison, has been invaluable to us. He has dedicated long and
—.. though,
- • as a graduate- to an unpopular man is, "He new idea is dangerous.
Peter Schrag once summed up
tedious hours to the Pacific Weekly for many years. I hate to-be rmy,S"P™/Zask
™is thinks too much" or "He's either
a communist or a thinker." This, his observations of the collegiate
to see him leave us at the end of this semester. We haveUon^ ^ ^ ^ opinion which
Educator—this is the product of generation of the sixties this way:
caused the Muldowney Printing Company and its employees ^ been thought about for sev- your "impartial and impersonal "This generation takes things
more tentatively (than in the fif
a great deal of grief, and they have been endlessly patient. eral months. certainly they have Intellectuality."
Mr. Ron Santoni and Mr. James Gardner have been wonder- n0 reason to do that. After all,
In your hurry to "catch up with ties), expects less, and is probably
lul targets this semester, and they both have borne the I've paid all the necessary fees the Russians" you've sacrificed less likely to crack ... The
students want to change the
burden very well. Mr. Gardner, in particular is one of
To the professor's sacred sanctity to world, a little at a time, not for
profess, for a much less accept
rare race of men who loves contioversy, is feailessly cutica Lot In tempting to meet the able pseudo-objectivity. This mid the sake of raising hell, but to
fo the sake of what he feels is improvement, and can take reqUjrements, I didn't always dle-road education will cause more prove themselves worthy of their
an enormous amount of criticism and abuse without being keep jn step with the right policy ultimate harm than immediate degrees . . . The impulse is con
structive; the objective is prac
personally hurt. He has been a pleasant adversary, and I at the right time. But aren't all good.
tical—how to influence people of
FEAR
OF
IDEAS
think I can say that we are still friends. Finally I would students supposed to suffer this
influence."
Robert
M.
Hutchins
once
told
0
0
0
a
0ny
like to thank all of the priceless people who have a sense of j jYP® °fa"c beg f"r t™th? °
You, Educator—you are the
an audience, "We are getting so
humor. Without them, life would be very grim
afraid of ideas that we are afraid people of influence our genera
•
'
ISWUUU1C1 111 UlCOC UIIUUX6AVIV4W«^
of people who associate with peo tion is calling to. Heed our warn
Next semester the Weekly will be edited by Jack Briner years. But at Pacific I've been a pie who are said to have ideas, ing before it's too late. Perhaps
and myself. For those of you who do not know Jack Briner: victim of the terrors of higher even if they themselves have not ihere are some alumni who want
to think of their University as a
He will be a senior, majoring in international relaUons. He —^ rj. ^expo^o expressed them." Frightening, yet
playground. But there are also
true.
is a past president of Archama, a member of Blue Key, ana pJace with more questions than i
Today, Educator, the student some of us who hope that some
he was editor of the Naranjado last year.
had upon arrival. Some say this must fit into your pre-arranged day it may be an educational in
We have a great number of plans. We are going to is good; but I find it rather con "academic community." The stu- stitution.

hurt unjustly.
Many people have asked me if I am serious about all
the things that I have written in this spot in the paper.
Often I was, only I was merely trying to make people ma
enough to read the newspaper, often I was merely shooting
my mouth off as I sometimes do. Whether I was serious
or not in relation to any particular editorial or column

dedicate ourselves to the achievement of what we believe|^^J^d^leMp^odng.
will be a good Pacific Weekly. We are steeling ourselves
to work hard, take all sorts of criticism, and be very mean..
several conclusions irom
We are prepared to hurt people's feelings, lose all the friends tain observations. But these con
we have, and alienate the entire campus. We will be aiming elusions shouldn't be considered
for a tangible goal; we are not trying to win a popularity the whole or even partial truth.
contest. In the first place we are the last two people to win
J** shouMam^
such a contest, and in the second place there are easier ways
higher education? All I ask,
of doing it.
Educator—no matter how high
We cannot do all these things alone, and we are now you may be—at least grant me a
issuing a desperate appeal for help. We will need a good ™ontaie S audience so 1 may tel1
my tale.
staff, including a hardworking photographer. We urge— my
NO LONGER A LIGHT
in fact we beg—people to join the newspaper staff if they Bertrand Russell once said, "We
are faced
have had any experience or training. But more than that—.axe
xav.cvx with
...u. the paradoxical
we want people who will work like crazy to help us create fact that education has become
a good newspaper in the fall. Even if you have no experi- °"® of the chief obstacles to in° ..
,
x.1. j •
, ,, . ... ..
,
, i
telligence and f r e e d o m of
ence, if you have the desire and the initiative, please help us. thought„ shocking, isn't it? The
Ted Olson
' age-old conception of education is

GOOD LUCK, GRADS
sincerest good

wishes

from Harry, Miriam Gluskin
and the crew at

famous
brand cameras
famous

CAMERAJOORNER

Hallmark Cards

2 0 3 4 PACIFIC AVE.
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LETTERS TO THE EDS.

dealt with in a chapel program am convinced that in its devotion Registration had been definitely
to the search for knowledge the established. Is it, then, not the
this semester.
Dear Editors:
university must present a com responsibility of the faculty in
TOP RATE PROGRAMS
Toward the end of last semester
munity
in which there is great volved to fulfill the obligation
The
most
outstanding
and
con
X discovered that one of the most
diversity
of opinion. Genuine which they had voluntarily as
tinuous stream of intellectual
able students in my classes was
acceptance,
not mere tolerance, of sumed? If these supposedly re
stimuli
flowed
into
and
out
of
the
transfering to another university.
individuals
regardless
of their so sponsible and intelligent people
Anderson Y Center where a series
Now the transfering of students
cial
or
political
viewpoint
creates can not be counted upon to com
of
programs
dealt
in
a
responsible
is not unusual in the realm of
way with the social, political, and a climate in which freedom of in plete this task, which was crystal
higher education, but the loss of
religious concerns of our age. A dividual development is possible. clear and painfully understood,
a prime student is never to be
film festival brought to the cam I n s u c h a c o m m u n i t y t h e how can they be counted upon in
taken lightly. My curiosity re WANDERING STUDENT
garding the student's leaving led The chronically dissatisfied and pus a series of outstanding films mockery of the "straw man" any other matter?
JOEL MICKLES
to an hour's conversation during hypercritical student who wan from many cultures. Special — which precludes the pos
West Hall
which the student was quite frank ders from campus to campus is speakers appeared in connection sibility of change—is abandoned,
and
the
serious
business
of
evalu
with
critical
issues.
Two
members
about his reasons for leaving.
a well-known figure in America.
I should have liked to have dis of the British parliament — a lib ating the consequences of a vari Editors Weekly:
INFERIOR INSTRUCTION
ety of intellectual and social po
The student's reasons centered missed this student as one of eral and a conservative — pre sitions may then be dealt with
Which is to be adjudged more
sented
their
viewpoints
on
public
these
academic
vagrants,
but
the
upon one theme—he had been un
important
to the students at the
seriously.
able to find the kind of intellec label didn't fit and I knew it. issues.
University of the Pacific: aca
In
conclusion,
I
must
say
that
I
Opportunities for "talk back"
tual stimulation which h e ex While I felt that the student had
am not much concerned person demic pursuits or public rela
pected of the contemporary col overlooked some sources of in and conversation with outstand ally for the welfare of the student tions? Or, stated in the vernacu
lege. He had transferred to Pa tellectual stimuli and had reached ing local, national, and interna who transferred. In my view, his lar of administrative policy, are
cific from a well-known college a judgment based on a much too tional figures were usually avail search for an intellectual climate we striving for academic excel
w h e r e i n s t r u c t i o n s t r e s s e d t h e limited sample, I also felt that able. The Men and Ideas Com is of such an intensity that he will lence or publicity?
m e m o r i z a t i o n o f f a c t a n d t h e his charges were not without mittee of the Y, operating on the eventually reach his goal or pos Case in point: the band. On
mastery of Aristotelian logic. He solid grounds and much too near basis of a grant by the Elizabeth sibly create the condition he seeks. Tuesday, May 16, at about 9:00 in
Foundation,
presented
had found the combination sterile. an accurate assessment either to Carse
I am much more concerned that the evening, I was in my room
philosopher
Paul
Schilpp
of
The quality of instruction at bo dismissed or ridiculed.
we at Pacific continue the fine studying in preparation for an
Northwestern
University
during
a
Pacific was, in his opinion, scarce I suggested to this student that
efforts of the last semester in exam at 8:00 the following morn
ly an improvement. He found it I felt certain changes were oc four-day period in March.
order
that Pacific may become ing. My train of thought at that
The same committee also pre
neither provocative nor imagina curring in campus attitudes and
the center of a true universe of point was interrupted by the
tive. (Since he was carrying six concerns in the transformation sented economist-social philoso discourse.
sound of the "Swinging Halfunits with me, I must accept a f r o m c o l l e g e t o u n i v e r s i t y a n d pher Walter C. Wagner in a twodozen," a disturbance which con
JACK MASON
sizeable share of responsibility urged him to continue his sam day series of four lectures on Edu
tinued, off-and-on, for the better
Sociology Department
cation in an Age of Technology,
for his opinion.)
pling for another term.
part of an hour.
and a third lecturer, Fulton Lewis
In addition to the observed
The following afternoon I was
Although I was unsuccessful,
III,
speaking on the role of the Editors Weekly:
weakness in classroom instruc the feeling which I had that the
attending a lecture in Weber Hall,
tion, the student cited his inability student did not stay long enough new conservatism in America. In FACULTY ACCUSED
certainly well removed from the
At 11:45 Sat. morning, May
to discover any vital intellectual has found considerable justifica general, the Y moved away from
band's practice area. This, too,
concerns as a part of the general tion during the present semester the hibtual and unfruitful stereo 13, I entered the Gym to register, was interrupted; I understand
life of the campus. After pledging as many provocative, intellectual typing of liberal and conservative as it was my understanding that t h a t c l a s s e s i n B a n n i s t e r a n d
a fraternity, he found that the events have transpired on the toward a vital review of the ma Registration would be open Until Owen halls were just about blast
intellectual emphasis there was campus. For example, the excel jor viewpoints on the problems of 12:00 noon on that day. Therefore, ed out.
I was quite surprised to discover
superficial and withdrew. He did lent series of convocation speak- our time.
All this is permitted to con
that all the department heads had
IMPROVED TEACHING
not find that his fellows in the ers continued into this semester,
tinue, yet the Greeks are con
packed
up
and
left.
With
the
ex
The transformation from col
dorm entertained any consistent Pacific Theater contributed T. S.
demned for anti-intellectual atti
lege to university has set in mo ception of one helpful and rightly
intellectual concern.
Eliot's "The Cocktail Party."
tudes, and KCVN must adjust its
tion a new faculty-administration apologetic lady from the Admin
Although a significant national Our erstwhile student had a
outside speaker so as not to dis
determination to provide the con istration Office, the entire gym
turb the infirmary patients, out
election was being held, he could particular interest in the relation
dition in which improved teaching was deserted; and her only ex
side whose windows the band
find scarcely a student anywhere of jazz to religion — a subject
will be possible in the foreseeable planation was that, "Nobody had
was practicing. Are academics
jiiiniimummiiiiininiminniimiiiiii future, primarily through the re come to register for half an hour, to be sacrificed to the God of Pub
duction of teaching load and the so they decided to leave."
licity?
•
revision of curriculum. The trans SATURDAY INTERFERENCE
Respectfully,
I have since heard that the fac
formation, which is a process
JOHN LITTLE
rather than a single fiat, may also ulty members were very upset
be seen in the initiating of a re with the times decided for Regis
view of the nature and goals of tration, feeling it unfair tha they Math Men Multiply
social life on the campus.
should have to give up their Sat
This brief review of significant urday morning for this event. I George Williams has been named
intellectual and cultural events of am forced to assume the validity instructor in mathematics at Pa
•
the past semester has not been of this by the conspicous absence cific, an expansion in the depart
•
exhaustive. No single student nor of the parties concerned when ment, President Robert E. Burns
•
faculty member could possibly Registration should have been announced this week.
No
- No Waiting - No Worry
Fuss
have participated in all such open.
A graduate of DePauw Univer
•
Regardless of motive, however,
events. However, most of these
sity, Williams will receive his
| YOU bring your texts to the University Book Store
significant events have not re the facts are plain. The time was Master's degree in June from the
ceived the kind of student-faculty set (and presumably agreed upon) University of Nebraska.
during finals week and an experienced dealer in
attendance which they have de for 8:00 A.M. through 12:00 noon
Used Books will offer
served.
on Saturday. This is a very im
$ $ CASH $ $
This failure appears to have portant time to all students, and
been a function of the novelty of not one to be regarded merely as
for those books you sell to him.
so much intellectual and cultural a minor event that may be
activity and of a general apathy changed at will. The department
in the college community. Some heads, therefore, should have had
lack of support may have been the intelligence and foresight to
due to a system of campus com realize that hundreds of students
munication which somehow seem would be counting on the noon
inadequate.
closing hour and making their
plans accordingly.
EXTENDED FAMILY

Student Transfers

:

on campus who could give a close
ly reasoned argument for sup
porting either candidate. Thus, in
the brief experience of this one
student, intellectual life at Pa
cific was overwhelmed by the
mundane whirl of social activities,
and in the post-Sputnik world he
felt that the Forest-of-Arden life
was inappropriate.

CA$H
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS

Let us
Clean your
Clothes

OUTMODED

Cash Paid — During Finals Week
June 1st to June 10th, 1961

L_

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
— On Campus Serving You —

In retrospect, it seems to me
that the bright student who left
Pacific may have done so pre
maturely. There is growing evi
dence that, in the transformation
from college to university, Pacific
is moving from an organization
based on the sociological model
of the extended family to the
model of a complex community.
Such a shift, symbolized both in
the founding of Raymond College
and the increase in intellectual
and cultural events, is not only ex
citing but singularly appropriate
in the present world context. I

IRRESPONSIBLE

These actions must necessarily
go further and cast serious and
unfavorable reflection upon the
faculty as a whole. Since when is
it the prerogative of that body to
close Registration whenever they
see fit, especially when the only
reason offered is so trivial to the
importance of the issue? What is
more, it is obvious from Satur
day's exhibition that if Registra
tion were run solely by the fac
ulty, there would be no time upon
which anybody could definitely
rely!
The fact is that the time for

spotless and
bright at
DRIVE IN

r

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 34952

Qualify Drycleaning
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Campus
Personality

Housemother
Spotlight

John Nicholls, a well known
and well liked Delta Upsilon is our
campus personality for this week.
Coming from Fortuna, the Mecca
of the West, John has played on
the varsity basketball team for
the last two years and was a mem
ber of the Frosh basketball team.
Outstanding in all sports, he is a
member of Pacifies Block P and
is currently serving as Guard for
Delta Upsilon.
During the summer John works
at a lumber mill and btiilds swim
ming pools. After graduation next
year he intends on teaching Phy
sical Education.
Hard workers for Pacific like
John need to be more appreciated
by students on campus and de
serve an extra pat on the back.
Besides playing ball and giving
it his best, our personality is a
member of one of the older
schools of people. His sincerity,
honesty, and deep interest in
other people have made him into
a good example of the kind of
person we'd all like to be, and a
personality to get to know and
enjoy.

Judy Koehler of Kappa Alpha
Theta announced her engagement
to Jack Sparrow of South Hall at
an informal pledge dinner on May

CHARM YOUR
GRADUATE

Judy and Jack have been a
steady twosome for the last four
years; they are both sophomores
from Novato. An English major,
Judy is a member of Spurs, and
president of Alpha Lambda Del
ta. Jack is majoring in history.
He plays quarterback position on
Pacific's varsity football team and
is a member of Block P.
Members of Judy's pledge class,
"The Tender Ten," presented her
with a sterling silver charm and
bracelet in honor of her engage
ment.
Wedding plans are indefinite.

with one of our
fine selection of
graduation charms and
bracelets

336 Lincoln Center

Your friendly meeting spot
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BETTY CO-ED

JOE COLLEGE

GAIL MANNING

BILL DUEBNER

Social Calendar

MAY 27
Miss Stockton Pageant,
Civic Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Phi Delta Chi Spring Formal,
Micke Grove, 9-1
Covell Hall Officer's Retreat,
Columbia
Delta Upsilon Picnic, Dad's
Point, 1.03-5 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Theta Alumnae
Swim Party
BEGINNING DEAD WEEK
MAY 28
MAY 29
Chancel Drama Meeting
201 RE, 7:30-9:30
MAY 30
Memorial Day Holiday
MAY 31
JUNE 1

Gosmetics Originated
In Ancient Egypt

To the Ladies:
Cosmetics are not something
that just came about in the last
century. As a matter of fact, it
is thought that they originated
three thousand years ago in an
cient Egypt.
Egyptian women used juices to
color their lips and black powder
to line their eyes and darken
their eyebrows. The ingredients
used were extremely poisonous.
Many years ago in the South
Appalachians of the United States,
it was considered stylish to bright
en the eyes with the juice of the
jimson root. It was applied to the
eyeball, making the pupil so large
that only a thin rim of the iris
BEGINNING OF FINAL
showed.
EXAMINATIONS
The Indians played a large role
JUNE 2
in introducing cosmetics to Amer
ica. They used corn meal to paint
their lips and face, and also used
as a powder.
Pioneer women were quick to
catch on to these methods. They
began to think about and develop
Pete Prentiss, University of the processes of their own.
The rest of the story — you
Pacific senior from Berkeley, has
been accepted as an intern by the girls know that!
Coro Foundation for the next aca
demic year.
tiss has been active in the campus
One of 24 selected for the in- YMCA-YWCA and has headed the
ernship, the youth will undergo Academic Standards Committee
an extensive nine-month training
for the past year. He is a member
Program in San Francisco. He will of Alpha Epsilon Rho, profession
Serve as a shadow to
a state legis- al radio society, and Phi Kappa
ator, work under the direct super- Tau fraternity.
'Lsion of a business executive,
The Pacific student went
serve in a political party office through an initial interview, sub
antJ a city office, and work in a
mitted two papers, and was given
°r union office.
an all-day interview before being
A Political science major, Pren- selected as an intern.

PETE PRENTISS
RECEIVES CORO
FOUNDATION AWARD

IT
SAY
WITH FLOWERS
Flowers Say It Best

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
2635 PACIFIC AVENUE

HO 6-4171

Rudetta-Hersholt
Pinned
Happiness prevailed in the BiPod sorority house basement last
Thursday evening at dress dinner,
as the pinning of Rudetta Raunch
and Hersholt Hound was an
nounced. As the traditional black
candle, entwined with yellow dan
delions and orange crepe paper,
was passed around the dinner
table, Rudetta nervously picked
her nose. The poem, "Fleas," was
read by house president, Carlotta
Clodd. At the happy announce
ment, sorority members swung
into the sweet refrains of "Three
Beers for Rudetta and Hersholt."
Rudetta is a senior, majoring in
prehistoric art. Her hometown is
Carthage. Rudetta has been very
active in campus affairs, serving
on the Committee for Better Plagarism, and also Etiquette Chair
man of her sorority for four sem
esters.
Hersholt is a freshman, plan
ning to major in social welfare.
He is from Canberra, Australia,
and is keg chairman of his fra
ternity, Alpha Beta Chi Alpha
Rho Phi.
After the Bi-Pod dress dinner,
Hersholt's fraternity brothers ser
enaded the happy couple, and the
Bi-Pods responded with an allnight Roman Toga Party in their
basement.

Attention, Seniors
Contact
Greg Smith
for
Senior Party

Campus Beauties
Vie For Honors

She is house manager for McConchie Hall and is a member of the
freshman council.
Judy, a combination of sultry
good looks and sparkling per
With the coming of warm wea sonality holds the titles of "Miss
ther, sun tans and picnics, one's Redwood City" and "Miss San
attention is turned once more to Mateo County Dream Girl."
the subject of pretty girls. We at
Pacific have more than our share
Andrea Digitale was chosen
of subjects to study. Pacific is
Miss
Amador County earlier this
represented throughout the state
month. Andrea hails from Jack
by various campus lovelies.
son, California and is an eighteen
Ginny Kahle from Delta Gam year old freshman majoring in
ma was recently named "Miss
English. In her spare time An
Monterey County." Ginny is a
drea enjoys writing, swimming,
sophomore majoring in speech
tennis, and record collecting.
and International Relations from
Pacific Grove. She is president of
Spurs and was recently elected
for a lifetime
P.S.A. social chairman.
of proud
Ginny's sophisticated beauty
won her the opportunity to vie
possession
for Miss California, a $150.00
scholarship, and various wardrobe
items. For her talent in the con
test, Ginny gave a dramatic read
ing of "Anastasia,"
Vivacious blonde Diane Brizzolara won the title of "Miss San
Leandro" with her song and dance
routine, "If Momma Was Mar
ried" from Gypsy. She was pre
sented with a $25.00 scholarship,
a $50.00 savings bond, and added
items to her wardrobe.
Diane is a member of, the de
bate team, active in theatre pro
duction and chaplain for Phi Rho
chapter of Tri Delta. She is a
sophomore also majoring in In
ternational Relations.
A finalist in the Miss San Ma
teo contest, Judy Ulstad comes to
Pacific from Redwood City. Judy
is a freshman, majoring in Ele
mentary Education. This year
she pledged Kappa Alpha Theta.

PAPERBACKS!
PAPERBACKS!
PAPERBACKS!

THE BOOKMARK '
2103 PACIFIC AVE.

HO 6-0194

1 4 K G O L D F I L L E D $ 1 2 9 F. T . I .

OMEGA

(2^
THIS is the watch you'll
proudly display in a business
conference or trust implicitly
on an adventurous safari.
Self-winding, shock and
water-resistant, 18K. gold \
hand-applied hour markers.

BQRELL!
JEWELERS
2043 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 2-2443
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A G R E A T YETR ^ N D S

Pacific defeats San Jose State for seventh straight year

Ken Stanley named to the W.C.A.C. first team

Rugby comes to Pacific

U.O.P. SWIM TEAM GREATEST IN TEN YEARS

John FALLS
2 3 3 7

P A C I F I C

A V E N U E

Varsity prepares for next season
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P.S.A. PRESIDENT|Sports Personality INTRA-MURALS
SPEAKS OUT

editor
Reporters

Jack Moynihan
John Stillman, Harold Gianetti and Bob Swanson

Baseball Fever
National League

American League

In this last article the Pacific
Weekly sports staff will summar
ize the rest of the American
League.
A team that figures to be in
the thick of the pennant chase is
the Chicago White Sox. The one
big factor against the Sox is age.
Every player on the starting nine
is over 30 years of age.
On the pitching side of the
ledger the Sox have 41-year-old
Early Wynn who is only 13 games
away from the magic number of
300. In the senior loop, Milwau
kee's Warren Spahn is e i g h t
games away from the magic num
ber.
A new team in the league this
year is the Minnesota Twins.
Minnesota was formerly known as
the Washington Senators. The
twins are currently in third place.
Big guns for the Twins are Bob
Allison and Jim Lemon. The big
problem is a questionable pitch
ing staff.
Another new team is the Los
Angeles Angels under the leader
ship of ex-Giant boss Bill Rigney.
The ball club is mostly made up
of castoffs from other teams.
Supplying the power are Ken
Hunt. Ted Kluszewski, and Leon
Wagner.
When the Senators moved to
Minnesota another new team
moved into Washington. Again,
this is a club made up off castoffs from other teams. They have
ex-Yankees Dale Long and Gene
Woodling who are capable of hit
ting the long ball.
The team currently leading the
American League is the Detroit
Tigers who have a three-and-ahalf game lead over Cleveland.
The Tiger pitching staff is said
to be one of the best in the league
headed by Yankee killer Frank
Lary who has a 6-1 record. Lary's
lifetime record against the Yan
kees is 25-8.

This year could well be one of
the closets races in the history of
the National League. Baseball is
a game requiring great skill and
ability, but the team that gets a
few breaks at the right time could
end up on top.
The Weekly Sports Staff is go
ing along with last year's World
Series Champs, to come up on
lop again in the '61 campaign, the
Pittsburg Pirates.
Pittsburg is strong in all phases
of the game. Backed by the strong
throwing of pitchers like B o b
Friend, Vernon Law, and Harvey
Haddix, plus ace reliever El Roy
Face. The Pirates also have some
of the top hitters in the N.L. in
Roberto Clemente, Dick Groat,
Eob Skinner, and Don Hoak.
Pittsburg will have their hands
full trying to stop the always
tough Los Angeles Dodgers. The
Dodgers, are our pick for second,
are definitely a team to watch
out for.
This is a new Dodgers team
filled with young, strong, and
eager ball players.
Los Angeles probably has the
best pitching staff in Major
League baseball. Leading the
pitchers are three fireballers; Don
Drysdale, Sandy Kolfax, and
Johnny Podres. All of these pitch
ers are capable of winning 20
games this season.
The Dodgers, along with being
strong on the mound, have exces
sive talent at the plate. Lead by
homerun hitting Wally Moon and
bard hitting Tommy Davis and
Maury Wills.
Right on the Dodger's tail and
a possible dark horse, the Weekly
Sports Staff picks new manager
Alvin Darks, San Francisco Gi
ants.
Alvin Dark could be just what
the doctor ordered to straighten
°ut the Giants. There are many
its" which must be filled, such
as can Willie McCovey make it?
the game today in Warren Spahn.
Where should Harvey Kuenn
play? Will Chuck Hiller prove to Now 40, Warren seems to get
ho a top second baseman? Do the better each year.
Milwaukee also has the big one,
Giants have a top relief pitcher?
two,
three punch, at the plate, in
if these questions can be answerEddie Mathews, Hank Aaron, and
eh positively, Watch Out!
The Giants have a top flight Joe Adcock.
Pitching staff lead by old reliable
AWS RETREAT
Jarn Jones, and young strong
(Continued from Page 1)
Mike McCormick.
Along with this San Francisco ing to hold such a tea during the
as probably the best all-round summer should contact Julie Jor
Pjayer in baseball today in Willie dan at Tri Delta. This idea goes
Mays. Willie, now 30 is still a along with that "of the Big and
strong, fast, good defensive, hard Little Sister program. Sign-ups
Jtting, team leader of the wind are now being held in all living
°Wn Giants. Mays could well be groups for those girls who are
ne
° of the greatest baseball play- interested in having a little sister
ers °f all times.
in the fall. These were some of
Tor fourth spot in the N.L. we the things which were discussed
w.^e t° go along with the aging a t t h e A . W . S . r e t r e a t h e l d l a s t
; "waukee Braves. Once a power weekend at Columbia.
One of the new ideas was that
hhe National League, t h e
raves are beginning to show of having women sign up now
e'r age.
for definite committees that they
y ^'though they are getting old, would be interested in working on
ey still have the top pitcher in next year.

The University of the Pacific
student body has recently put its
guidance into the hands of presi
dent-elect John Beyer. With the
Beyer-led PSA Senate will come
proposals, suggestions and ideals,
all of which will guide the Pacific
Student Association in the fall.
Ideas can touch many topics,
fields and areas of college life;
one of those ideas was specifically
dealt with in this reporter's con
versation with Phi Kappa Tau's
Eeyer.
That idea had its foundation
laid late last fall when Pacific
President Robert Burns announc
ed a re-orientation in the school's
football program.
In the interview, Beyer related
his feelings, not only on this as
pect of the athletic program, but
on the athletic program as a
whole as it exists at Pacific.
Firstly, John believes that the
de-emphasis of football at Pacific
has tremendously improved the
University's total athletic picture.
To substantiate this point he
suggests that the re-orientation
has allowed and encouraged a
greater athletic interest, b o t h
from the standpoint .of creating
greater interest among the par
ticipants and among the specta
tors.
These features of the athletic
program ,says John, have already
shown their effects in such "minoor" sports as rugby and track,
two spring sports which were
affected advantageously by the
re-orientation in the fall football
program.
The incoming president also
feels that athletics at the Univer
sity now have reached their prop
er position in relation to the total
picture of the University.
John summed up his feelings
concerning football when he said,
"The de-emphasis was good."
Players are enjoying a more
"football-for-fun" attitude as op
posed to a "football for business"
approach that was evident under
Jack Myers.
Continues Beyer, "Coach
Rohde's approach is 100% better
than that of Myers." A better
squad will result from this atti
tude that Coach Rohde has gen
erated," he feels.
In conclusion, Beyer feels that
if the brand of ball the Tigers
exhibited in defeating the alumni
20-14 is any indication of what
the future holds, Pacific will
field a tremendously colorful
squad.
It will be an eleven that the
public will pay to see and a squad
that will give Pacific a 100%
effort everytime it takes to the
gridiron; it will be a squad Pacific
can be proud of, he declares.
"All sports have a definite role
in the college atmosphere and to
eliminate them would be bad," he
concludes.

The Sports Personality of the
week is Jack Sparrow. Jack, who
is 6' 4", 190 lbs., is a member of
the University of the Pacific foot
ball team. Jack is a 20 year old
sophomore, hailing from Novato,
California.
Jack Sparrow, while attending
Novato High School, in Marine
County, was a three sport man.
He played football and was named
to the All Northern California
Team. He was a participant in the
Annual North-South Shrine Game
in Los Angeles in 1959. He also
played basketball, and baseball
and was named to the All League
team in both sports. Even though
he was a representative for No
vato High in athletics he was also
the Student Body President of the
school.
Sparrow entered Pacific in 1959.
He played quarterback on the
frosh team. During his sophomore
year Jack received a neck injury,
there was some doubt that he
would not be able to play again.
His neck was healed and he will
be on hand to be one of the '61
leaders of the Tiger team.
Concerning the team Jack
states; "that the new system that
Coach Rohde is using has a way
of bringing out the best in each
of the players and the team
should have great success with
it."

FOOTBALL OUTLOOK
BRIGHT

W h a t will the 1961 football
team be like, how will they do,
These are two big questions which
everyone is asking after seeing
the annual alumni game. It seems
their spring showing was amaz
ing after seeing them in a fairly
mediocre season last fall.
Many people are wondering
what head coach John Rhode
thinks of the coming season. He
seems to be very enthusiastic
over his team's performance and
feels very confident for upcoming
season. It seems to be no secret
that he believes that the Tigers
will do extremely well and w i 11
have a chance for an undefeated
season next fail if the team con
tinues to display their great de
sire next fall. Many of the play
ers believe their desire has been
greatly aided by the new coaching
techniques of coaches John Rhode
and "Tiny" Campora.
Coach Rhode also believes that
the Tigers will be facing nine
tough teams next year, even
though some of the former big
name teams are gone. With the
addition of the new Junior Col
lege ruling, it is felt that the Ti
gers will be able to draw more
junior college transfers in, thus
keeping a solid base for future
teams. Campora and Rhode are
very pleased by the return of vet
erans Dave Norset, Jim Bush, and
Waymond Hall, they feel they

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals—
Bent to try—win apply If you buy

Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan
Open Thursday nights
'til 9:00

idnyotu^un

| BUSINESS MACHINES

Phone H O 5-5881
114 N . C a l i f o r n i a S t .

The intramural softball contest
will be decided in this week's ac
tion. If Delta Upsilon, which now
holds a one game lead over Phi
Delta Chi, can defeat Phi Delta
Chi they will be champions. If
Delta U loses, a play off game
will be held. In other softball
action, Phi Sigma Kappa downed
the Independents, and Phi Delta
Chi decisioned West Hall.
T h e badminton tournament
closed with Ken Dyson beating
Bruce Bettencourt. Also, on the
intramural scene, Karl Jacobs
scored a 464 points to win the
archery tournament.

will provide a very necessary ad
dition to the team next year.
This is the last issue before
next year, coach Rhode would
like to remind all the students of
Pacific that no matter how much
the Tigers hustle next year, it
will take a lot of student support
to aid the Tigers to a winning
season.

_

Rock

"BRAINS
OVER BRAWN"
1 broke my back
to get ahead.
Football, track,
baseball, basket
ball. But nobody
noticed me.Then
one weary day I
started wearing
A-lRapierslacks.
Instant success.
Now I 'm a con
firmed 6-letter
man. RAPIER,
of course.

!

yRafue^i
CONTINENTAL SLACKS

At your /avo"'^campus shop

*S

MEN'S CLOTHIER

2105 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 4-7669
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Time To Open Books!
Finals Start Thursday
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FACT, FIN, AND FACULTY
By LEN O'BRYON

"I feel that controversy is an essential quality of advanced
education; the better the campus, the greater a state of productive
turmoil is accepted as status quo," reflects this week's outspoken
faculty rebel from the English Department, James W. Gardner.
Although he has been at Pacific* •
for only two years, Gardner has resources in costly reduction o f
played a significant role in arous hours.
"The fact that the Western Col
ing campus controversy as a soap
box orator, as a crusader and as lege Accreditation Committee in
a major conspirator in the "fac sists that fourteen hours is a seri
ous impediment to this school's
ulty manifesto."
His ideas and actions have been program is evidently the result of
accepted with criticism and com trouble-makers within that body."
mendation, sympathy and scorn. Gardner will be teaching fifteen
By some, his criticisms of some hours of six different writing
features the University have been courses next fall.
considered appropriate, by many PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
as "too far out."
"In our pursuit of excellence, I
think we have already surpassed
BOLD
The son of a Methodist mission other universities such as Har
By ALBERTI and MOYNIHAN
ary and a native of Cuba, Gard vard and Yale. The secret of our
ner's energetic and rebellious na success is that we have not wasted
Back again by popular demand. (A few weeks ago, five ladies
ture has involved him in many time in tiring attempts to define from Covell Hall declared they missed reading this academic-pur
"causes" aside from those with excellence," but have sought it suing document. Thanks for your support, gals. We have returned.)
which he is associated here. As a where it may be found.
A review of some of the happenings on our campus from the past
philosophy major at Emory Uni
We may not as yet share the nine months .. .
versity in Atlanta, he was an ac same prestige that these older
SEPTEMBER . . . Freshmen Camp, Freshmen Orientation,
tive anti-segregationist and a schools enjoy, but gaining pres
Freshmen Everywhere ... A new facade on the campus. McConchie
member of Atlanta's Inter-Racial tige in the twentieth century be
(alias East) Hall . . . The pursuit of excellence officially begins ...
Council. Campus activities includ comes the task of the public re
alarm clocks, book store bargains, papers to write on the first day
e d b e i n g p r e s i d e n t o f w h a t w a s lations department, who, also un
of class ... Two more locals "go down the tubes." Rhizomia becomes
there the equivalent of the "Y" encumbered by the necessity of
Phi Sigma Kappa; Archania goes Phi Kappa Tau . . . Big and little
and serving as president of the defining excellence, will undoub
sisters have a blow-out. .. Stockton Police participate in car parades
International Club, German Club tedly move more rapidly in pub
and watermelon feasts ... Class elections are held, and the freshmen
and Philosophy Club.
licizing it."
send two smiling faces to the PSA Senate: Marney Leach and Ben
The California Department of
After earning his B.A. at Em ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Mental Hygiene and the Univer ory in 1951, he enrolled in the Uni
"Nothing has ever happened on Kwong . . .
sity of the Pacific are co-sponsor versity of North Carolina where this campus to give me any in
OCTOBER . . . Football rules . . . Greeks rush . . . Marty Grannell,
ing a Mental Health Summer he was granted his M.A. in Eng dication at all that any student or Tri-Delta pledge, reigns as fall Belle of Archania . . . Dee Gee picks
Work-Study Program from June lish and English language studies faculty member may not express an Anchor Man: Phi Sig's Jim Bush . . . DU's Lloyd Bakan is
19, 1961, to August 25, 1961. This in 1958. He is currently complet his ideas or opinions or choose his selected Tri-Delta Dream Boy . . . Midterms and cinch notices come
program is a ten-week internship ing the requirements for his Ph.D, texts without the utmost assur in abundance . . . Senior Rock is painted . . . and repainted .
in state institutions, which will in in English, having work yet to ance that the administration will Tommy Tiger visits The Office . . . Hawaiian Day and muu-muus
troduce college students to mental do on exams and his dissertation not actively defend his right to on campus . . .
health work. The program follows oh "The Development of the Rela do so, within the community and
NOVEMBER . . . Young Democrats and Young Republicans
a general framework developed by tive Pronoun from Anglo-Saxon from pressures outside the com
battle it out... Homecoming arrives: Pacific Under The Big Top
the Western Interstate Commis Times to the Present."
munity."
Lana Roehl, representing McConchie Hall, reigns as Homecoming
sion for Higher Education.
During his summers of gradu ACADEMIC STANDARDS
Queen . . . DU and Covell Hall win house decorations for second
This year is the first California ate and undergraduate study, he "I am eager to learn from my
program for forty selected stu took part in special seminars un faculty colleagues ways of main year in a row ... the freshmen build a bonfire . . . Pacific Avenue
dents from western colleges. The der the American Friends Service taining high academic standards, Parade . . . the rain comes down . . . floats, bands, clowns, more
. . . Phi Sigs and Tri Deltas win trophies for putstanding
students receive a salary plus C o m m i t t e e i n P h i l a d e l p h i a a n d though expending less time since
four units of college credit in New York. These seminars dealt my fall load is increased. I have floats . . . Phi Sigs also win comic skit trophy . . . alumni luncheons,
sociology. After an initial one with the study of labor-manage the feeling that to remain off receptions . . . Spartans overpowered by Tigers in muddy Home
week orientation program, the ment relations and other prob campus and to reduce conference coming encounter . . . JFK wins . . . Kappa Alpha Theta gets a new
door mat . . . Turkey time . . .
students will be placed in one of lems of sociological adjustment.
sessions with students may be one
DECEMBER . . . Basketball back on campus . . . Winter formal,
the seven state hospitals partici WORLD TRAVELER
solution. I have hot as yet in Christmas Pageant . . . Football de-emphasized . . . Freshmen
pating in this program.
Gardner spent three years in vestigated tape-recorders, though march in protest . . . The Mad Punter strikes . . . Covell Hall has
University of the Pacific stu Europe after receiving his B.A.
they may be of some help in this an open house . . . Karen Randall is crowned champion jack player
dents who have been chosen to including one year in Geneva as
matter."
of section nine . .. Bob Mazzuca is Theta's Santa Claus . . . everyone,
participate in this work-study liaison officer between the State
FRAT QUESTION
nice and friendly . . . Holiday cheer . . . and all that . . .
summer program are: David Blak- Department and several voluntary
I think fraternities and sorori
ley, Carol Ann Bryce, Joanne Car refugee organizations,
JANUARY . . . New year, new resolutions . . . Founder's Day . • •
ties are obviously the most excel
ver, and Joanne Bramlett.
At Pacific, in addition to being lent organizations on this campus, College of the Pacific becomes the University of the Pacific . . •
a center of controversy, Gardner whose prime purposes coincide fog prevails . . . Dead Week . . . library crowded . . . Finals . • •
has served as the "unofficial" fac closely with the major goals of coffee, cigarettes, pills . . . Semester Break: skiing, Tahoe, crutches.
FEBRUARY . . . New Semester, better grades . . . No, didn't
ulty adviser to "Uffish Thought," this institution as best as I can
(Continued from Page 1)
the most recently inaugurated assess them. My past criticisms make Dean's List last semester . . . Triumvirate rules WEEKLY.
stitution, or, in the case of a stu campus literary publication. "The were youthful follies which calm Olsoh, Talbot, Pitman . . . The faculty and manifesto retreat . • •
New look Band Frolic . . . Turning Back The Clock . . . cowboys,
dent already attending such in next issue," plugs Gardner, "will er and wiser heads more ac
Indians,
and brank robbers ham it up on Conservatory stage . • •
go
on
sale
May
29,
and
will
in
quainted
with
the
real
purposes
stitution, is in good standing and
in full-time attendance there eith clude 90 pages of work by the fac of education and with world prob Band Frolic aftermath: dorm counselors have a field day . . . Valen
er as an undergraduate or gradu ulty, including Dean Betz and lems have patiently and in Chris tines, Spur-o-gramS . . . Rugby returns to Pacific . . .
Miss Leydon, students, and mem tian charity corrected.
MARCH . . . Theta's Marilyn Holappa crowned as Miss Wool. • •
ate student."
Rushing again . . . who's an S.R.? . . . Dee Gee's Lucy Easterbrook
2. Priority shall be given to stu bers of the wider Pacific commun ANDERSON Y?
"One of the greatest dangers to rings Archania Belle . . . Kathy Hood, Theta Doll, Soph Doll •
dents majoring in Science, Mathe ity."
For this interview, Gardner had our campus recently has been the Too early for water balloons . . . Eddie Kotal catches South Hah
matics and Foreign Language and
the following to say concerning activities of Anderson Y and thief . . . Many cars on the levee . . . midterms, cinch notices agairthose in teaching training.
. who's on "pro?" . . . Jim Elkins complains in letter to the
YWCA.
3. Last year the University of present campus controversies;
"More than ten times the num editors about AROUND-N-ABOUT . . . hope he's satisfied now; his
the Pacific set its own maximum TEACHING LOAD
at $800. The borrower who is a "We have undoubtedly been mis ber of students than I saw there name made the column . . . Easter vacation . . . Carmel, Balboa,
minor must have an appropriate taken in feeling that we may not last year have had valuable study Laguna Beach . . .
perform our duties with energy time interrupted by foreign pic
endorsement.
APRIL . . ..sun-tans rule the campus . . . sororities have Pa®'
4. The loan is repayable with and skill with loads of fourteen tures, lectures and discussions.
Hell . . . debater's triumph . . . water baloons and Dad's Point .
"That these activities are of no spring practice begins . . . campus coeds win beauty contests •
interest at 3% beginning one year hours or more.
"It stands to reason to me that real value to the serious life of parent's invade campus . . . the "Y" serves strawberries . . • P®
after the student terminates full
time attendance at a college or if this load were a real detriment the University has been made speeches and elections . . . Our new leader: John Beyer . . .
to good teaching, a great major clear by the conspicuous absence
university.
MAY . . . term papers . . . Baxter Stadium disappears . . . Mar^
5. If a student transfers to an ity of the excellent teachers who of the majority of responsible Gras . . . Tri Delta's Martha Fairhead crowned queen . . . Jim Bus
other institution, he may continue have been on this campus would level-headed faculty and adminis of Phi Sigma Kappa: Ugly Man . . . DU's Galen Laack Award M
to borrow from the loan funds of not have been able to uphold the tration members."
Carl Kammerer . . . Mardi Gras dance and carnival at Civic Au®
the other institution if he is ell high academic standards they
torium . . . The Sportsmen attempt to entertain . . . how man;
gible, or his current loan may be have maintained. I think it much
goldfish
did you win? . . . Alumni fall to Varsity . . . Honors give"
GRADUATION
transferred to the other institu more important that we increase
Thetas, Phi Sigs, Zeta Phis, and Phi Taus are the "scholars" • •
JUNE 11
enrollment, numbers of degrees
tion.
DU spring sings to Martha Fairhead, Tri Delta, DU Girl . . .
Applications are available at the offered, and new divisions of the
7 P.M.
JUNE . . . finals . . . graduation . . . it's over . . .
University before we deplete our
Office of the Dean of Men.

Final examinations begin this
coming Thursday, June 1, and
will continue through Friday,
June 9, 1961. Courses must have
a final examination, or the equiv
alent, at the regularly assigned
hour.
Two-hour examination periods
are provided for one and two unit
courses, and three-hour examina
tion periods are provided for
three, four, and five-unit courses.
If an examination is given in lab
oratory work, the examination
period corresponding to any of the
laboratory hours may be chosen.
Students taking a course hav
ing more than one section and
having more than two examina
tions on any one day may take
the final examination with some
other section, if the instructor ap
proves it.
"It is the college policy that
teachers will not announce the
final grades of their students;
that is done by the Registrar's
Office as soon as grades are turn
ed in and recorded," states Miss
Ellen Deering, registrar.

Menial Health Work,
Study Begin June 19

STUDENT LOANS

- AROUND - N - ABOUT -

